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This paper is based on two years work on latitude determination

at Bethlehem compared with that obtained during the same period

at Flower Observatory, the results of which Professor Doolittle has

kindly furnished me in advance of publication.

The Sayre Observatory at South Bethlehem, under Professor

Doolittle's direction, was among the first to be devoted to this class

of work and the observations, continuing through a period of nearly

twenty years, resulted in a series which has been an invaluable aid

in the discussions of the laws of the variation of latitude. It was

thought that a continuation of the same class of work for some

years might be desirable as it would result in a longer series at a

given point than could be found elsewhere.

To aid in this project, the late Mr. Robert H. Sayre, one of the

trustees of Lehigh University, furnished the means for procuring

a modern zenith telescope and a suitable house for it.

The zenith telescope house was erected in the spring of 1904

according to plans which conform to those of the International

Latitude Stations and is composed of wood excepting the roof which

is of tin. The walls are double, with an air space of one foot

between the inside ceiling and the latticed exterior. The inside

dimensions are, 10 feet square with walls 7 feet high. The roof

is divided in the middle and the two halves move on pinions giving

a maximum opening of 6 feet. The object glass of the telescope,

when pointing to the zenith, is about 2 inches below the top line

of the walls.
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The pier is composed of concrete, the top face being 27 inches

square, and rises from a foundation of the same material in the

form of a cube whose dimensions are 5 feet, placed wholly beneath

the surface of the ground.

The zenith telescope is from the work-shop of Warner and

Swasey, the optical parts by Brashear. The clear aperture of the

object glass is 4^ inches, its focal length 48 inches and is furnished

with electric illumination. The base and vertical axis are of mas-

sive construction. It maintains its position in adjustment with little

variation. A magnifying power of 144 has been employed through-

out. No record of errors in azimuth, collimation and level has

been kept. The sum of these corrections for any star of the ob-

serving list during the period embraced by these observations was

always less than one second of time.

The observations were made with a view of determining a value

for the Constant of Aberration according to the plan suggested by

Dr. Kiistner of Berlin. This entails the grouping of the greater

part of the observations around four periods in the year which in-

clude about eight months altogether, but their distribution is such

that the results are equally available for investigating the varia-

tion of latitude. The method of conducting the observations has

been identical with that followed at Flower Observatory. Since

the two stations are practically on the same meridian and the decli-

nations of the stars are eliminated, the two series are directly

comparable.

At Bethlehem the list of stars comprise 4 groups of 10 pairs

each and the usual adjustment of each observed latitude to the mean

latitude which would result from the average of the 80 stars decli-

nations have been made. Observations for investigating the effect

of temperature on the micrometer value were made by two methods

and the final results for the temperature coefficient for the two

years are in such close agreement as to inspire some confidence in

their trustworthiness. These values for the two years, in units of

the sixth decimal place are 146 and 138. The individual determi-

nations are so discordant, however, that I have not considered their

introduction into the reductions advisable, since the average correc-

tion for the micrometer for any group of stars is less than one
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revolution. The probable error of latitude from one pair of stars

—the part due to observation alone —for the two years was zti o".i2i

and =b o".ii2 respectively.

The following work is an attempt to find whether the abrupt

deviation at irregular intervals of the observed latitude from the

mean value by an amount many times its probable error at Bethle-

hem is duplicated in a greater or less degree at Philadelphia.

Thus, at Bethlehem the observations gave for the ten pairs

40° 36
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and the mean of the corresponding forty day group in which it is

found and the result for each station tabulated side by side.

Omitting all record of groups where the observations were less

than 4, there remian for comparison 209 groups which give the

following results.

Cases where one or the other residual was zero = 27.

Cases where both residuals were greater than o".i5^ None.

Cases where both greater than o".io=io: —7 "like," 3 "unlike."

Cases where smaller residual was > o".05 and <o".io = 62: —35 "like,"

27 "unlike."

Cases where smaller residual was between o".oo and o".o5 = 109 : —54
" like," 55 " unlike."

An actual departure at both places from the mean latitude in the

same direction should manifest itself in the majority of cases by an

agreement of sing in these residuals. This is actually found in the

case of the residuals greater than o".io but the total number of

cases is too small to have much weight. Irrespective of the magni-

tude of the residuals there are 96 '* alike " and 85 " unlike." If

the two series of observations were entirely independent the theory

of probability would require that the number of " like " and " un-

like " be 90 each and the difference between this and the actual

numbers is so small the inevitable conclusion follows that the two

series are practically independent.

Second Method.

Excluding all work in which a determination at either place on

any night depends on the observations of less than six pairs there

remain 123 common, dates which represent 3,410 separate determi-

nations, 1,730 at Philadelphia and 1,680 at Bethlehem. By con-

structing to a generous scale the diagram just shown on the screen

and drawing smooth curves for the two sets of observed latitudes

we may consider these curves as the actual values of the latitude

during the period represented in this comparison and the differences

between the latitudes at each station and the value derived from

the curve will give us a set of residuals which should be a measure

of the precision of one night's work on the supposition that the

variation is represented by long periods.
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Let SFi" and SFo" be the sum of the squares of the residuals

at Philadelphia and Bethlehem respectively. Evidence of syste-

matic fluctuations would be shown if SF^- + SFg^ is appreciably

greater than 2F3- where ^V^^ is the sum of the squares of the

residuals derived directly from the differences of the observed

latitudes.

These last residuals must be derived in a way that will elimi-

nate the systematic divergence resulting from an apparent constant

difference in the times of maxima and minima at the two places.

This has been effected by considering P\ as the algebraic difference

between Fi and Fo. Without reproducing the details the follow-

ing results were found.

SFr = 0^5706

SF2- = o .6993

SF3-=i .2718

Since SF^- + SF^" differs from SF3- by less than o".oo2 it is evi-

dent that these observations show no relation between abnormal

values of observed latitude at the two stations.

If the residuals are reduced to probable error there results

:

For one night's determination from 10 pairs

—

at Philadelphia ± 0^.053 : For one pair ± o".i7.

at Bethlehem ±0 .057: For one pair ±0 .18.

The part in this latter due to observation alone was nearly ± o".i2

leaving ~ *

^ at the two places for the probable error of one

observation which is apparently beyond the observer's influence.
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